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adapted from Chiang+2017 & Shimakawa+2018
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(Saro+2009,Remus+2023)



protocluster galaxies 
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Spiderweb protocluster: an overview
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radio emission
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radio emission

<1/500

SZ effect



let’s put our Fourier glasses on

adapted from Di Mascolo+, Nature, 2023



confirmation of long-standing predictions

Saro+2009 
simulated protoclusters with 
gravitational potential permeated 
by ICM at 2-5 keV

Carilli+1997, Anderson+2022 
RMs generate in thin sheath of 
hot gas around the radio jet

Pentericci+1997, Hatch+2009 
Star-bursting proto-BCG fed by 
“cooling flow”-like precipitation 
(but not the only scenario)



faint SZ signal

adapted from Di Mascolo+, Nature, 2023
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faint SZ signal…or deviation from self-similarity?

adapted from Di Mascolo+2023

cosmo-OWLS 
cosmo hydrosims 
- AGN feedback model 
- mass-dependent 

spatial de-biaising
Magneticum 
cosmo hydrosims 
- mass-dependent 

pressure re-scaling

X-ray (Chandra) 
- self-similar Yx-M500 
- stacked analysis of 

indirect Pe measurements

X-ray (XMM-Newton) 
- mass-dependent 

pressure re-scaling 
- adapted Yx-M500  
- stacked analysis of 

indirect measurements



faint SZ signal…or systematics?

adapted from Bennet+2022

1. non-thermal pressure support



faint SZ signal…or systematics?

adapted from Krause+2012

1. non-thermal pressure support 
2. dynamical effects
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faint SZ signal…or systematics?
1. non-thermal pressure support 
2. dynamical effects 
3. many SZ flavours, residual contamination, …
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Bassini+2020



consistent results from cosmo hydrosims

adapted from Di Mascolo+2023



Di Mascolo+2023

block selection

proximal update
l1 reweighting

analytical  
modelling 

SZ effect and 
compact sources

free-form 
reconstruction 

extended  
radio emission

SupReMo: a novel free-form modelling tool 

spatial model spectral model 

image-space 
processing

parameter  
model

uv-space  
processing

output  
visibilities
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buoyant cavities?
(Tozzi+2022)
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conclusions

For the first time, ALMA is allowing us to 
witness the emergence of proto-ICM in a 
protocluster complex 

The SZ effect provides a reliable observational 
probe for detecting hot (thermalised) gas with 
virtually no limit in redshift 

A multiwavelength characterisation highlights 
an extreme dynamical state, with complex 
interplay between multiple gas phases

adapted from Di Mascolo+, Nature, 2023
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conclusions

For the first time, ALMA is allowing us to 
witness the emergence of proto-ICM in a 
protocluster complex 

The SZ effect provides a reliable observational 
probe for detecting hot (thermalised) gas with 
virtually no limit in redshift 

A multiwavelength characterisation highlights 
an extreme dynamical state, with complex 
interplay between multiple gas phases

how and when the multi-phase protocluster 
gas turn into extended ICM? 

how different mechanisms contribute to 
heating the proto-ICM? 

adapted from Di Mascolo+, Nature, 2023





looking forward, at last

adapted from Mroczkowski+2023, Raghunathan+2022a,b

spiderweb





a high-pass filtered view of the Universe

large-scale Fourier modes not observed, 
resulting in dramatic information loss

ky

kx
existing imaging tools not optimised 

for reconstruction of large-scale/SZ signal

modelling techniques limited by  
lack of adequate descriptions

Fourier plane



a high-pass filtered view of the Universe  

adapted from Di Mascolo+2020
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morphologically complex “contamination”

VLA S-band (Carilli+2022)

VLA X-band (Carilli+2022, Anderson+2022)
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multiwavelength support


